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Appistoki Transforms Collaboration with Google
Workspace

 

Appistoki was looking to address the collaboration challenges within
their organization. Communication and productivity were major pain
points. Appistoki chose Webveer Automation and Service Pvt Ltd as
the partner for implementing Google Workspace.

The challenge
Appistoki struggled with fragmented communication channels,
scattered project information, and inefficient collaboration practices.
The lack of a centralized platform hindered effective collaboration,
resulting in delays, miscommunication, and duplicated efforts. It
became evident that a robust solution was needed to enhance
teamwork and productivity across the organization.

The solution
Appistoki adopted Google Workspace, a powerful suite of cloud-based
collaboration tools, to address their challenges. The suite offered a
range of applications, including Gmail, Google Drive, Google Docs,
Google Sheets, Google Meet, and Google Calendar. This
comprehensive solution provided the ideal platform for Appistoki's
teams to collaborate seamlessly and consolidate information.

The results
Appistoki witnessed Enhanced and stronger collaboration with Gmail
among team members, Streamlined Document Management with
Google Drive, Increased productivity with GWS from seamless
integration of applications like Docs, Sheets, Forms, Mobility and
Accessibility allowing members to collaborate from anywhere and any
device with Scalability resulting in streamlined workflows.

By adopting GWS, Appistoki successfully transformed
their collaboration practices and improved overall
productivity. The suite's powerful tools, combined with
its seamless integration and accessibility, enabled
Appistoki's teams to work together seamlessly and
achieve outstanding results. Appistoki's decision to
implement GWS was proved in enhancing
communication, setting the stage for growth.

About APPISTOKI CONSULTING
SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Appistoki is a young boutique IT services
company, Experience on ‘Best of the Breed’
platforms and the ability to provide the most
suitable technology stack for customers.The
company is an Official Salesforce.com ISV &
Consulting partner , Liferay Silver Partner,
VEEVA Agency partner, focused on innovation
with Average 40% Year on Year Growth.
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About Webveer Automation and Service Pvt
Ltd
Webveer Automation and Service Pvt Ltd is a
Google Cloud Partner helping companies to
leverage Digital Transformation through Google
Cloud Products
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